Resisting the Enemy
Lesson

11

TEACHER TO TEACHER

W

hen I get a compliment for looking sharp, often it is because my wife has chosen my outfit. She has a
great sense of color and style and will coordinate the colors and patterns of a shirt with the color and
cut of a particular pair of trousers. She always makes good choices. She shops for the clothes and I make
certain I wear the combinations that she has selected.
The first time I attended Dr. Roger Barrier’s seminar “The Principles of Spiritual Growth” I was profoundly
impacted by a statement he made concerning the believer’s battle clothing—his spiritual armor. He said,
I would never leave my house without putting on my clothes. Being publicly naked makes me feel so
vulnerable. Similarly, I never leave home without putting on my spiritual clothing—the full armor of God.
Without it I am vulnerable to demonic attacks that inevitably come.

That statement turned my attention to the clear imperative of Ephesians 6:13. There the Apostle Paul says,
“Put on the full armor of God.” I realized for the first time that God had chosen battle clothing for me, but it
was my responsibility to put it on. God chose my battle clothes for me, but I had to put them on.
This lesson is about the pieces of battle clothing or armor that God has provided for us to wear into battle
against the demonic forces intent upon deceiving us and destroying both our witness and our ministry. We find
in the focal passages of Ephesians 6:10-18 clear instruction on what armor we are to wear, what we are to do
after being dressed for battle, and how we are to fight against our adversary.
Not only will we discuss the pieces of armor chosen for us by our caring Father, but we will practice putting
that armor on. Of course, we “suit up” for battle by praying in faith. In the “Application Ideas & Questions”
section of Studying the Word Together, you will find a sample prayer. I encourage you to read through the
prayer several times. Become familiar with it. Then respond with gratitude to God’s caring provision of the
armor, declaring it aloud to God and to your enemy, the devil. Perhaps you will want to take Dr. Barrier’s
suggestion and “put on” your spiritual armor every day, just as you do your material clothing.

F

inally, before you teach this lesson I want to challenge you to become more aware of your attitude and
your thinking about engaging the enemy. Ask yourself questions like:

♦ Am I diligent about remaining alert, watching for and discerning the ways in which evil
spirits might be attempting to deceive me and to destroy my witness and ministry?

♦ Do I routinely seek the Holy Spirit’s leadership in my prayer life, asking Him to reveal to
me what and how He wants me to pray?

♦ Prompted by love and care, do I regularly pray for the saints that are part of my faith
community, as well as those who are members of the more universal Body of Christ?
May the Spirit of the Living God speak to you and prepare your heart to teach His Word that dwells richly in
you (Col. 3:16).
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Sooner or later every believer discovers that the Christian life
is a battleground, not a playground, and that he faces an enemy
who is much stronger than he is—apart from the Lord.
—Warren Wiersbe1
I would never leave my house without putting on my clothes.
Being publicly naked makes me feel so vulnerable. Similarly, I never leave home
without putting on my spiritual clothing—the full armor of God. Without it
I am vulnerable to demonic attacks that inevitably come.
—Dr. Roger Barrier2

W

hen reviewing in Lesson One some of Casas’ basic beliefs regarding spiritual
warfare, we said that Jesus provides us with the tools or weapons that we need to
overcome the evil one. God the Father, through Christ and the Holy Spirit, does indeed
caringly make available to us protective armor and weapons with which to confront the
enemy, as well as instructions on how to fight.
This lesson and the one that follows provide a survey of our spiritual weapons and the
“battle tactics” presented in Scripture.
Let’s begin our study by looking at Paul’s classic passage from Ephesians:
[10] Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. [11] Put on the full
armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil's schemes.
[12] For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of
evil in the heavenly realms. [13] Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when
the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done
everything, to stand. [14] Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your
waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, [15] and with your feet fitted
with the readiness that comes from the gospel of peace. [16] In addition to all this,
take up the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the
evil one. [17] Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God. [18] And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and
requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints.
(Ephesians 6:10-18)
There is more in this passage than we can address in detail in this lesson. We have
already studied the organized army of Satan (v. 12) in Lesson Four of this series. In this
lesson we will limit our discussion to our spiritual armor, weapons, and basic tactics of
standing and praying described for us by Paul.
Let’s begin by discussing the idea of standing.

V

Stand!

erse 10 in the passage above tells
us that we are to do everything
mentioned in verses 11 through 18 in the
strength and power of the Lord. We will
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not stand in our own strength. We will not
wear our armor in our own power or
energy. We will not pray using our human
insight, but through the leadership of the
Holy Spirit. We will do nothing in our
own strength, but will do everything in the
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strength of Christ (John 8:28-29).
Consider now Paul’s instruction to
stand. In verse 11 we are told to “stand
against the devil’s schemes.” Verse 13
says we are to “stand our ground” and to
keep on standing our ground. “Stand firm”
is the imperative that begins verse 14.
Paul’s message is clear. We are not to
advance against Satan. Rather, we are to
stand our ground when he attacks. We are
to resist his advances so that he gains no
ground in our lives from which to operate.
This is defensive language, not offensive.
Roger’s perspective is this:
The difference in defensive and
offensive warfare is simple: In defensive
warfare I already possess the land and I
seek only to hold it. In offensive warfare,
I seek to take possession of a land I
have not yet conquered.3

The Armor

I

t is almost certain that Paul used the
armor metaphor with the intention of
evoking images of a Roman soldier.
Roman soldiers were everywhere and
familiar to all of the churches with whom
Paul ministered. The Roman soldier’s
armor was not minimal. Its design evolved
through what today’s quality engineers
call “continuous improvement.” Each piece
of armor protected a different area of the
soldier’s body. A soldier never went into
battle without putting on all of his armor.
In God’s loving care He provides a full
suit of spiritual armor for our defense
against the attacks of the enemy. We
never want to face the enemy without
every piece. As we put on our armor, we
are really putting on the Lord Jesus Christ.
Paul wrote to the church in Rome saying,
The night is nearly over; the day is
almost here. So let us put aside the
deeds of darkness and put on the
armor of light…. [C]lothe yourselves
with the Lord Jesus Christ,
and do not think about how to gratify
the desires of the sinful nature.
(Romans 13:12,14)

Our Spiritual Armor

Putting on Christ every day, by faith, is
how we clothe ourselves with our spiritual
armor. Our armor is, in essence, equal to
being in Christ. With this in mind, let’s
think together about the five pieces of
armor: the belt of truth, the breastplate of
righteousness, the sandals of the gospel of
peace, the helmet of salvation, and the
shield of faith.
One final thought before we review each
piece of protective battle gear: The language
of the passage makes it clear that it is our
responsibility to put on all of our spiritual
armor. God does not place it on us. We,
ourselves, put on the armor.

Notes

The Belt of Truth
(Verse 14)

P

erhaps Paul mentions first the belt
of truth because his readers knew
that the Roman soldier’s belt was the
foundational piece of battle gear. The belt
was made of leather and was about six
inches wide. It held all the other equipment
in place. For example, when going into
battle the Roman soldier tucked his tunic
up under his belt to avoid tripping over it
during battle. The quaint phrase “gird up
your loins” had practical meaning to the
Roman world. Pulling up your robe or
tunic meant you were getting prepared to
move fast.
The belt also held the scabbard for the
sword. It also was the place the soldier
displayed his medals and awards for
victory in other battles. These were
displayed to “psyche out” their enemies
by letting them know they were fighting a
seasoned warrior.
Deception is the favorite weapon of
Satan and his army of demons. It is no
surprise then that the foundational piece of
our spiritual armor would be truth; we
counter the deception and lies of the
“father of lies” with the truth of God’s
Word. Satan confronted Jesus in the desert
and used deception and doubt to tempt
Him. Christ responded to Satan’s assaults
by speaking truth from Scripture.
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We defeat the lies of the enemy by
speaking, acting upon, and believing the
truth as it is revealed to us in Scripture.
Roger Barrier put it this way:
There is little hope for us in the
battle against Satan’s lies and deceptive
wiles unless we possess the truth and
are possessed by the Truth. Without
knowledge of the truth and what we
believe, we are already defeated.

On the other hand, Satan hates to face
believers who both know and are committed
to the truth. When confronted with the
truth of the Word of God, he has to slink
away from us in defeat.4

The Breastplate
of Righteousness
(Verse 14)

T

he Roman soldier’s breastplate
reached from the neck to the waist,
both front and back. It was made of metal
plates or chains. Without his breastplate,
the soldier’s chest cavity and vital organs
would be vulnerable to fatal injury by
swords, arrows, and spears.
Writing in the Bible Exposition
Commentary, Warren Wiersbe says,
[The breastplate] symbolizes the
believer’s righteousness in Christ (2 Co
5:21) as well as His righteous life in
Christ (Eph 4:24). Satan is the accuser,
but he cannot accuse the believer who is
living a godly life in the power of the
Spirit. The life we live either fortifies us
against Satan’s attacks or makes it
easier for him to defeat us (2 Co 6:110). When Satan accuses the Christian,
it is the righteousness of Christ that
assures the believer of his salvation. But
our positional righteousness in Christ,
without practical righteousness in the
daily life, only gives Satan opportunity
to attack us.5

Don’t miss this! Living a godly and holy
life through Christ is a vital piece of a
Christian’s spiritual armor.
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Feet Fitted with the
Gospel of Peace
(Verse 15)

R

oman soldiers wore sandals or
“boots” that had hobnails tacked
into the soles. Their hobnailed boots gave
them the sure footing they needed as they
fought. Paul used this imagery to communicate that the “good news of the peace of
Christ” provides the believer with “surefootedness” in his battle with the enemy.
Biblical scholars disagree as to whether
this verse refers to evangelism—advancing
the gospel of Christ. Those who argue for
a non-evangelism perspective point to the
defensive nature rather than offensive
nature of the passage. However, there is
agreement among most that Paul is
referring to internal peace—the peace that
passes understanding (Philip. 4:7). Look at
the verse in its immediate context:
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say
it again: Rejoice! Let your gentleness
be evident to all. The Lord is near. Do
not be anxious about anything, but in
everything, by prayer and petition,
with thanksgiving, present your
requests to God. And the peace of God,
which transcends all understanding,
will guard your hearts and your minds
in Christ Jesus. (Philippians 4:4-7)
The peace that passes understanding and
guards our hearts and minds is the result of:
1. Rejoicing in the Lord
2. Displaying our gentleness which
shows to all (including the enemy)
that the Lord is near
3. Giving up our anxiety and praying
with thanksgiving
What a wonderful blessing it is to be
able to carry such peace into our conflict
with the enemy! My personal experience
has taught me that such peace is disarming
to evil spirits. Because our minds and hearts
are guarded with God’s peace, demons are
less able to frighten and confuse us.
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It is possible that Paul also had in mind
the importance of peace or harmony in
relationships.
The sandals of peace can provide
protection against the divisive schemes of
the enemy when we walk with peace among
our fellowman (Rom. 14:19). By promoting
peace and reconciliation between people
we can stand against the attacks of the
enemy that divide our loyalty to God, our
families, and our church.

The Shield of Faith
(Verse 16)

T

he Greek word Paul uses for shield is
thureos which comes from the Greek
word thura, which means door. The Roman
soldier’s shield was large, rectangular, fourcornered, and shaped like a door. It was
about four feet tall and two feet wide. Made
of wood and covered with linen and then
leather, the shield protected the warrior from
flaming arrows. Its edges were equipped
with hardware that made it possible for a
line of soldiers to interlock their shields and
move like a solid wall against their enemy.
A line of soldiers also in unison could lift
their shields above their heads, providing a
cover under which each soldier would be
safe from airborne flaming arrows.
Concerning the faith that shields the
Christian from the devil’s “flaming arrows,”
Warren Wiersbe says:
The “faith” mentioned here is not
saving faith, but rather living faith, a
trust in the promises and the power of
God. Faith is a defensive weapon which
protects us from Satan’s fiery darts. In
Paul’s day, arrows, dipped in some
inflammable substance and ignited,
were shot at the enemy. Satan shoots
“fiery darts” at our hearts and minds:
lies, blasphemous thoughts, hateful
thoughts about others, doubts, and
burning desires for sin. If we do not by
faith quench these darts, they will light
a fire within and we will disobey God.
We never know when Satan will shoot a
dart at us, so we must always walk by
faith and use the shield of faith.6

Our Spiritual Armor

Like the Roman soldier, we must actively
pick up the shield of faith and use it when
under attack. The devil’s fiery arrows
often take the form of doubts about God
and his promises, of denial of the power of
God’s promises, and of deception.

Notes

The Helmet of Salvation
(Verse 17)

T

he helmet of the Roman soldier was
basically a leather cap adorned with
metal plates that covered the ears and
extended down the cheek. It was secured
by leather straps tied under the chin. It was
designed as a protection against the doubleedged broadsword used by the cavalry. The
cavalryman carrying the broadsword swung
at his enemy’s head in order to split the
skull or to decapitate him.
As Roger has said, “In the helmet of
salvation we have a puzzle.”7 To what was
Paul referring? Most agree that he was not
referring to the salvation of a believer’s soul
or his conversion experience. He was
more probably referring to our ongoing
salvation—to sanctification. After all, he
told the Philippians to “continue to work
out your salvation with fear and trembling”
(Philip. 2:12). Similarly, he prayed “that
[the Philippians’] love may abound more
and more in knowledge and depth of
insight” (Philip. 1:9).
As we continue to grow in spiritual
maturity—abound more and more in
spiritual knowledge and insight—we are
better able to stand against the devil or his
demons in dark and confusing times.
Remember, the primary battlefield is in
our mind. The helmet of salvation—
progressive sanctification—helps keep our
thinking straight.

The Sword of the Spirit,
Which Is the Word of God
(Verse 17)

T

he sword used by Roman soldiers
was a dagger-like machaira. Designed
for use as an offensive weapon in hand-to-
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hand combat, its length measured from six
to eighteen inches. Its use was more dependent on skill than on physical strength.
Christians are defended from the enemy’s
assaults by our spiritual armor. The offensive
portion of our armor is the “word of God.”
Paul uses the Greek word rhema for word
instead of the more common logos. Rhema
refers to a specific saying of God which
has special application to a particular
situation. Roger offers this illustration:
In the temptations of Christ, the enemy
came at Jesus with three different temptations (Matt. 4:1-11). Jesus knew exactly
which Scripture to use. Three times He
went to Deuteronomy for a particular
rhema from God. In this way He replied
to the enemy and caused him to flee
“for a season.”
The Sword of the Spirit is a great
weapon in the hands of a believer.8

I think some Christians sometimes feel
that way, too. We’ve put on our armor.
We’ve taken up our sword. Now let’s go
fight! Or we want to say to Satan and his
army, “Bring it on!” But Paul indicates
that we are to do something else. We are
dressed and armed for battle. Rather than
marching off to war, we are told to wait
for the battle to come to us. Verse 18 tells
us that while we are waiting we are to:
1. Pray in the Spirit on all occasions
2. Remain alert, watching for signs of
the enemy’s attempts to invade our
territory
3. Keep on praying while we stand
watch

Pray in the Spirit on
All Occasions (Verse 18)

P

Knowing Scripture is a vital part of
spiritual warfare. If we have learned the
Word, the Holy Spirit can bring it to our
mind at the appropriate time. Remember,
Paul says of spiritual young men and women
who have overcome the evil one, “the
word of God lives in you” (1 John 2:14).
It is each believer’s responsibility to be
well-versed in Scripture. This comes with
study, understanding, and from storing up
“my [God’s] commands within you” (Prov.
2:1). With rhema we strike the enemy.

aul teaches that we can pray in our
minds as well as pray in the Spirit.
Both kinds of prayers are good. Prayers
that emanate from our minds are based
upon our human thoughts and ideas. When
we pray in the Spirit, we are listening to
the Holy Spirit tell us how to pray and
then praying in agreement with Him. So
how do we pray in the Spirit? To answer
that question let’s review some material
from Lesson 11 of The Prayer God
Always Answers:

Fighting Instructions

Praying in the spirit begins as we
quiet our minds and take every thought
captive (2 Cor. 10:3-5). As we begin to
sense that we are in the presence of
Christ in our innermost being, we will
likely begin to worship Him. Often
worship will flow into thanksgiving and
maybe confession. Then, we might say,
“Lord, I do not know what to pray or
how to pray about this matter. But you
do. Please tell me how and what to
pray. I desire to pray in agreement with
you.” As you begin to sense his
prompting, be obedient to Him. Pray in
agreement with Him. He may lead you
to a Scripture passage that He wants
you to meditate upon and pray to Him.
He may reveal things taking place in the

M

y stepson, Greg, spent 4 years on
active duty in the Marine Corps.
Then he served two years in the reserves.
Just prior to Operation Desert Storm in
early 1991, Greg was seriously injured in
an accident. As he watched television
coverage of the Marines and Army invading
Kuwait and then moving toward Iraq,
Greg told his mother and me that he was
really sorry that he was injured.
“If I weren’t,” he said, “I would go back
on active duty just to get a chance to fight!
I was trained to fight. Some of my friends
are there fighting. I should be there, too.”
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“heavenlies” that require spiritual
warfare. Agree and be obedient.
Remember, to pray in the spirit you
must let the prayer originate in your
spirit where God speaks Holy Spirit to
human spirit. As the inner prompting
moves from your subconscious inner
spirit into your conscious soul (mind)
you can agree with Christ and obediently
verbalize your agreement to God. You
are now praying both in the spirit and
in the mind.”9

Stay Alert and Keep On
Praying (Verse 18)

T

he Greek word rendered “be alert”
in verse 18 is derived from a word
that means to totally abstain from sleep in
order to keep watch. So Paul is telling us
that not only are we to pray in the spirit
with all kinds of prayers, but that we are
also to remain watchful for the enemy and
keep on praying.
Warren Wiersbe says about praying and
watching:
The phrase “watch and pray” occurs
often in the Bible. When Nehemiah was
repairing the walls of Jerusalem, and
the enemy was trying to stop the work,
Nehemiah defeated the enemy by
watching and praying. “Nevertheless
we made our prayer unto our God, and
set a watch” (Ne 4:9). “Watch and
pray” is the secret of victory over the
world (Mk 13:33), the flesh (Mk 14:38),
and the devil (Eph 6:18). Peter went to
sleep when he should have been
praying, and the result was victory for
Satan (Mk 14:29-31,67-72). God
expects us to use our God-given senses,
led by the Spirit, so that we detect Satan
when he is beginning to work.10

Finally, I don’t want you to miss who
we are to be praying for while we remain
vigilantly watchful for enemy incursions.
We are to keep on interceding for the
saints—for our brothers and sisters in Christ.
We stand together against the enemy by
remaining alert to the schemes of evil
spirits and by constantly interceding for
one another.

Our Spiritual Armor

Notes

Application Ideas
& Questions

O

ur spiritual armor is essential to us
as we “resist the enemy.” Remember Roger’s statement:
I would never leave my house
without putting on my clothes. Just the
thought of being publicly naked makes
me feel so vulnerable. Similarly, I never
leave home without putting on my
spiritual clothing—the full armor of
God. Without it I am vulnerable to
demonic attacks that inevitably come.11

The question becomes, “How do I put
on my spiritual armor?” It can begin with
a prayer like the one below. May I suggest
that you read through the prayer and then
pray it aloud.
Lord Jesus, I am grateful that neither
demons, nor any powers, can separate
us from the love of God that is in Christ
Jesus our Lord (Rom. 8:38-39). Thank
You for providing spiritual armor that
protects me as I submit to You and resist
the enemy (James 4:7). In obedience to
Your Word, I now put on the belt of truth
and by doing so commit to be truthful in
all my interactions and to rely upon the
truth of Your Word to guide me. I put on
the breastplate of righteousness which
is the righteousness of Christ (1 Cor.
1:30) in order that I might lead a holy
life before You. I place on my feet the
sandals of the Gospel of peace—the peace
which transcends all understanding and
guards my heart and mind (Philip. 4:7)
so that I will not lose my footing as I
wrestle with the enemy. I take up the
shield of faith that I might excel in faith
(2 Cor. 8:7), so that the flaming arrows
hurled at me by the devil will be extinguished, having no effect in my life. I
put on the helmet of salvation and ask
You to continue to sanctify me in Your
truth (John 17:17), so that I am able to
discern what is best and may be pure
and blameless until the day of Christ,
being filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through Jesus Christ to
the glory and praise of God (Philip.
1:10-11). I pick up the sword of the
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Spirit, which is Your specific word for
my need, knowing that it is sharper than
any double-edged sword, penetrating to
divide soul and spirit and to judge my
thoughts and attitudes (Heb. 4:12).

When I am in battle with evil spirits,
please bring to my mind the Word that
lives in me (1 John 2:14).
Make it so, Lord Jesus, in the power
of Your Name and Authority. Amen.

1
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The Bible Knowledge Commentary1 provides excellent but concise information regarding
our spiritual armor. The following is an adaptation of some of the information.

Putting on
the Armor
What: Be Strong
in the Lord
♦ Ephesians 6:10 – Be strong in the
Lord and in his mighty power.
“Mighty power” refers to a power
that overcomes resistance. This is the
kind of power used to accomplish
Christ’s miracles. Believers can be
made strong by the person of Christ
and through His resources (i.e., His
power).

How: Put On the Full
Armor of God
♦ Ephesians 6:11a: Put on the full
armor of God…
The form of the imperative rendered
“put on” indicates that the believer is
responsible for putting on with
urgency God’s full armor and for
quickly taking up the weapons that He
provides.

schemes and stratagems of the devil or
adversary. Christians are not to attack
Satan or advance against him. Rather
they are to “stand” or hold the territory
Christ and the Church have conquered.
The struggle is a spiritual conflict
rather than a physical one. The sphere
of demonic activity is in the heavens,
but the demonic spiritual beings conflict
not only with the Heavenly Hosts but
also with believers in Christ.

♦ Ephesians 6:13: Therefore put on the
full armor of God, so that when the
day of evil comes, you may be able to
stand your ground, and after you have
done everything, to stand.
The word rendered stand in this
verse literally means to withstand or
stand against. Some think that this
verse means that after they have done
everything, they will stand in victory.
However, it is preferable to think that
having made all preparations, one is
then ready and able to stand in
defense.

Why: Stand Against the
Devil’s Strategy

Standing with
the Armor

♦ Ephesians 6:11b-12: …so that you

The Mandate: To Stand

can take your stand against the devil’s
schemes. For our battle is not against
flesh and blood, but against the
rulers, against the authorities, against
the powers of the dark world, and
against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms.
The purpose of putting on the armor
is to be able to stand against the

11-10 Commentary

♦ Ephesians 6:14a: Stand firm, then…
The imperative “stand” denotes
urgency. It is followed by four Greek
participles that indicate the cause or
means of standing. The participles are
rendered in verses 14b through 16 as
“buckled,” “in place,” “fitted,” and
“take up.”
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The Method: To Arm
♦ Ephesians 6:14b: ...with the belt of
truth buckled around your waist,...
A Roman soldier first put on a belt
around his waist before he put on his
armor. The belt held his garments in
place and provided a place on which
to hang his armor. The belt of truth
refers to a believer's integrity and faithfulness in living out the Truth of the
Word. Just as the soldier’s belt permitted him to move freely, the truth gives
us freedom with self, others, and God.

♦ Ephesians 6:14c: ...with the breastplate of righteousness in place,...
The breastplate of righteousness
refers to the sanctifying or maturing
righteousness of Christ lived out in a
Christian’s life. Just as the breastplate
protected a soldier’s chest from injury,
holy and righteous living protects the
believer’s heart during his battles with
the enemy.

♦ Ephesians 6:15: ...and with your feet
fitted with the readiness that comes
from the gospel of peace.
This verse refers to the surefootedness or stability in standing that comes
from the internal peace he/she receives
from the gospel. Paul described this
peace as that which “transcends all
understanding” in Philippians 4:7. It
does not refer to evangelism or the
spreading of the gospel.

♦ Ephesians 6:16: In addition to all
this, take up the shield of faith, with
which you can extinguish all the
flaming arrows of the evil one.
The idea in this verse is that the
believer’s resolutely-held faith can

1

Our Spiritual Armor

stop and extinguish all the “flaming
arrows” or destructive attacks aimed
at him.

Notes

Receiving the Final
Pieces of Armor
The Mandate: To Receive
♦ Ephesians 6:17: Take the helmet of
salvation and the sword of the
Spirit, which is the word of God.
The helmet of salvation refers both
to a present safety from demonic
attacks and to future deliverance—the
believer’s “hope of salvation” (1 Thess.
5:8). The sword is the Word of
utterance of God (rhema) spoken by
the Holy Spirit into the human spirit
(heart) of the believer. Christians use
this “sword” against the enemy in the
same manner that Jesus used the Word
against Satan when tempted by him in
the desert wilderness.

The Method: To Care
♦ Ephesians 6:18: And pray in the
Spirit on all occasions with all kinds
of prayers and requests. With this in
mind, be alert and always keep on
praying for all the saints.
Christians remain alert and pray in
the Spirit for one another out of their
concern for one another. They are
concerned because they know that the
evil spirits that they battle are cunningly
destructive in their assaults against
believers and the Church. Such prayers
reflect one way that believers remain
caringly involved in each other’s lives.

John F. Walvoord and Roy B Zuck, Editors, The Bible Knowledge Commentary, copyright © 1983, 2000 by Cook
Communications Ministries, Colorado Springs, CO. All rights reserved.
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Notes
RESOURCES
NEEDED:
♦ 2-sided copies of
Lesson Notes /
Take-Home pages
♦ Pencils or pens
for each person
♦ Dry erase markers
and marker board
or felt tip markers
and a flip chart

TIMEFRAME:
♦ 35 minutes

NOTE TO TEACHER: This suggested lesson plan contains many elements that, if
employed, will help maximize learning for life-change in your Bible Fellowship. If you
are an experienced teacher, you have freedom to create your own plan based upon the
“Studying the Word Together” section. If you are less experienced, we suggest that you
“stick to the plan.” However, even less-experienced teachers should feel free to modify
the plan based upon the needs of your Bible Fellowship. This plan is designed to be
presented in 35 minutes. It is important, therefore, that you carefully plan your
presentation so that you communicate the main points with brevity and clarity.

Important Scripture
References:
♦ Ephesians 6:10-18

Teaching Goals:
♦ Learn: Bible Fellowships develop a
deeper understanding of how to:
1. Stand together against the
enemy while dressed in their
spiritual armor
2. Fight together by praying in the
Spirit for all of the saints in
order to retain the ground given
them by Jesus, the Christ
♦ Experience: Put on spiritual armor
through prayer (Eph. 6:13)

Before Class Begins:
♦ Distribute handouts.

STEP ONE: GETTING
READY TO LEARN
(5 MINUTES)

♦ Tell your Bible Fellowship that
today’s discussion is about standing
in our spiritual armor against the
enemy and resisting him through
prayer.
♦ Invite them to read aloud with you
the opening prayer based upon
Philippians 1:27b-28 (on handout).
Lord, Jesus, our Christ,
We declare to You and to our enemy,
the devil, that today we stand together
—united by our common beliefs through
the power of the Holy Spirit. We resist
the evil spirits that attempt to take
from us the spiritual ground that You
have given us—both our salvation and
our ongoing growth toward becoming
spiritual mothers and fathers. Our
unity of faith, made strong by the Holy
Spirit, is evidence of our enemy’s defeat
and proof of victory to us. We stand
together in gratitude and confidence in
the Name and Power of Jesus, the
Christ. Amen.

♦ Next, tell your class that the idea of
standing—which is expressed both
in the Philippians verses and in the
Ephesians passages that you are
discussing today—implies that we
are to stand together in defense of
the ground that the Lord Jesus has
given us, rather than retreat from or
advance against the enemy.

11-12 Lesson Plan
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STEP TWO: THE ARMOR

(20 MINUTES)
(Use material from pages 11-3 to
11-6 to prepare for this section.)

♦ Briefly describe each of the following
pieces of spiritual armor, explaining
its significance to the believer. Budget
your time. Plan your presentation
carefully. You have an average of
slightly more than three minutes per
piece of armor.
The Belt of Truth
The Breastplate of Righteousness
Feet Fitted with the Gospel of
Peace
The Shield of Faith
The Helmet of Salvation
The Sword of the Spirit Which Is
the Word of God

STEP THREE: FIGHTING
INSTRUCTIONS
(5 MINUTES)

(Use material from pages 11-6 to
11-7 to prepare for this section.)
♦ Point out that Paul tells us that as we
stand together dressed in our spiritual
armor, our primary strategy for doing
battle against the demonic is through
prayer. Tell them that we are given
three principle instructions:
Pray in the Spirit on all occasions
Stay alert
Keep on praying for the saints

♦ Briefly define the difference between
praying “in our mind” and praying
“in the Spirit.”
♦ Remind them that we are to stay
alert so that we can be aware of the
cunning ways in which the demonic
might be warring against us.
♦ Point out that one of the major ways
we battle against evil spirits is through
our intercession for one another, both
in our private devotions and together
as a faith community.

Our Spiritual Armor

STEP FOUR: APPLICATION
& CLOSING (5 MINUTES)

Notes

♦ Remind your group that Ephesians
6:13 instructs us to “put on the full
armor of God, so that when the day
of evil comes, [we] may be able to
stand [our] ground.”
♦ Next, invite your Bible Fellowship
members to “put on the full armor of
God” by standing together and in
unity praying aloud the following
prayer (on handout):
Lord Jesus,
I am grateful that neither demons,
nor any powers, can separate us from
the love of God that is in Christ Jesus
our Lord (Rom. 8:38-39). Thank You
for providing spiritual armor that
protects me as I submit to You and
resist the enemy (James 4:7). In
obedience to Your Word, I now put on
the belt of truth and by doing so
commit to be truthful in all my
interactions and to rely upon the truth
of Your Word to guide me. I put on the
breastplate of righteousness which is the
righteousness of Christ (1 Cor. 1:30)
in order that I might lead a holy life
before You. I place on my feet the
sandals of the Gospel of peace—the
peace which transcends all understanding and guards my heart and
mind (Philip. 4:7) so that I will not
lose my footing as I wrestle with the
enemy. I take up the shield of faith that
I might excel in faith (2 Cor. 8:7) so
that the flaming arrows hurled at me by
the devil will be extinguished, having
no effect in my life. I put on the helmet
of salvation and ask You to continue to
sanctify me in Your truth (John 17:17)
so that I am able to discern what is
best and may be pure and blameless
until the day of Christ, being filled with
the fruit of righteousness that comes
through Jesus Christ, to the glory and
praise of God (Philip. 1:10-11). I pick
up the sword of the Spirit which is
Your specific Word for my need, knowing
that it is sharper than any doubleedged sword, penetrating to divide soul
and spirit and to judge my thoughts
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Notes

and attitudes (Heb. 4:12). When I am
in battle with evil spirits, please bring
to my mind the Word that lives in me
(1 John 2:14).
Make it so, Lord Jesus, in the power
of Your Name and Authority. Amen.

♦ Remain silent for a moment (Selah—
pause for reflection) to let your group
reflect upon the words of the prayer.
Dismiss or move quietly to the next
part of the agenda.

Lesson Notes Blanks:
S TAND ! … together in defense ..., not retreat or advance against the enemy.
T HE A RMOR . ... by putting on Christ every day, by faith. We are responsible….
The Belt of Truth: Deception is Satan’s favorite weapon; ….
The Breastplate of Righteousness: ... a godly and holy life through Christ....
Feet Fitted with the Gospel of Peace: ... with internal peace—God’s peace, ...
and with external peace—harmony in relationship....
The Shield of Faith: ...faith that trusts in the promises and the power of God.
The Helmet of Salvation: ...as we grow in spiritual maturity ....
The Sword of the Spirit Which Is the Word of God: Our offensive weapon....

F IGHTING I NSTRUCTIONS . ... our primary strategy for doing battle is prayer.

11-14 Lesson Plan
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Today’s
Scriptures

O PENING P RAYER : Lord, Jesus, our Christ, we declare to You and to our enemy, the
devil, that today we stand together—united by our common beliefs through the power
of the Holy Spirit. We resist the evil spirits that attempt to take from us the spiritual
ground that You have given us—both our salvation and our ongoing growth toward
becoming spiritual mothers and fathers. Our unity of faith, made strong by the Holy
Spirit, is evidence of our enemy’s defeat and proof of victory to us. We stand together
in gratitude and confidence in the Name and Power of Jesus, the Christ. Amen.
(Based upon Philippians 1:27b-28)

S TAND ! We are to stand ___________________________ in defense of the ground that the
Lord Jesus has given us, not ________________ or _________________ against the enemy.

T HE A RMOR . We clothe ourselves with spiritual armor by putting on ________________
every day, by faith. We are _______________________ to put on all of our spiritual armor.
The Belt of Truth: ___________________________ is Satan’s favorite weapon; thus our
foundational piece of armor is God’s truth revealed in Scripture.
The Breastplate of Righteousness: Living a _______________ and _________________
life through Christ is a vital piece of a Christian’s spiritual armor.
Feet Fitted with the Gospel of Peace: We stand firm with ______________________
peace—God’s peace, which transcends all understanding (Philip. 4:7) and with
______________________ peace—harmony in relationship with others (Rom. 14:19).
The Shield of Faith: We shield ourselves from attack as we actively take up a faith
that trusts in the ______________________ and the ________________ of God.
The Helmet of Salvation: Our ongoing salvation—insight we gain as we grow in
spiritual ______________________—helps protect our minds from enemy attack.
The Sword of the Spirit Which Is the Word of God: Our _____________________
weapon is God’s word that has special application to a particular situation.

F IGHTING I NSTRUCTIONS . As we stand together dressed in our spiritual armor, our
primary strategy for doing battle is ____________________ .

C LOSING P RAYER : Lord Jesus, I am grateful that neither demons, nor any powers, can
separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord (Rom. 8:38-39). Thank
You for providing spiritual armor that protects me as I submit to You and resist the
enemy (James 4:7). In obedience to Your Word, I now put on the belt of truth and by
doing so commit to be truthful in all my interactions and to rely upon the truth of Your
Word to guide me. I put on the breastplate of righteousness which is the righteousness of
Christ (1 Cor. 1:30) in order that I might lead a holy life before You. I place on my feet
the sandals of the Gospel of peace—the peace which transcends all understanding and
guards my heart and mind (Philip. 4:7) so that I will not lose my footing as I wrestle with
the enemy. I take up the shield of faith that I might excel in faith (2 Cor. 8:7) so that the
flaming arrows hurled at me by the devil will be extinguished, having no effect in my life.
I put on the helmet of salvation and ask You to continue to sanctify me in Your truth
(John 17:17) so that I am able to discern what is best and may be pure and blameless
until the day of Christ, being filled with the fruit of righteousness that comes through
Jesus Christ, to the glory and praise of God (Philip. 1:10-11). I pick up the sword of the
Spirit which is Your specific Word for my need, knowing that it is sharper than any doubleedged sword, penetrating to divide soul and spirit and to judge my thoughts and attitudes
(Heb. 4:12). When I am in battle with evil spirits, please bring to my mind the Word that
lives in me (1 John 2:14).
Make it so, Lord Jesus, in the power of Your Name and Authority. Amen.
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Ephesians 6:10-18: Finally,
be strong in the Lord and in
his mighty power. [11] Put
on the full armor of God so
that you can take your
stand against the devil's
schemes. [12] For our
struggle is not against flesh
and blood, but against the
rulers, against the
authorities, against the
powers of this dark world
and against the spiritual
forces of evil in the
heavenly realms.
[13] Therefore put on the
full armor of God, so that
when the day of evil comes,
you may be able to stand
your ground, and after you
have done everything, to
stand. [14] Stand firm then,
with the belt of truth buckled
around your waist, with the
breastplate of righteousness
in place, [15] and with your
feet fitted with the readiness
that comes from the gospel
of peace. [16] In addition to
all this, take up the shield of
faith, with which you can
extinguish all the flaming
arrows of the evil one.
[17] Take the helmet of
salvation and the sword of
the Spirit, which is the word
of God. [18] And pray in the
Spirit on all occasions with
all kinds of prayers and
requests. With this in mind,
be alert and always keep on
praying for all the saints.

Next Week’s
Lesson:
Weapons with
Divine Power

Lesson Notes

Lesson 11
Our Spiritual Armor

B

Resisting the Enemy
Daily Reflections

egin each daily reflection by meditating a few minutes on the suggested
Scripture passage. Seek to listen to the Holy Spirit as He speaks to you. Then
consider the comments and questions about the passage. Be aware of both your
thoughts and your feelings. Respond to God through both.

Monday: Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. Put on the full
armor of God so that you can take your stand against the devil’s schemes…. so
that when the day of evil comes, you may be able to stand your ground, and after
you have done everything, to stand. (Ephesians 6:10-11, 13)
Our strength to resist the devil comes directly from Jesus and His power. Filled
with His power we stand against the enemy’s advances, protecting the ground
already gained for us by Christ. No need to retreat from the devil; no need to
advance against him. We just stand. Thank God for the times you have been able
to stand and ask Him to fill you with His power so that you may continue to stand.
Tuesday: Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with
the breastplate of righteousness in place,…. (Ephesians 6:14)
We do not stand unprotected against the devil’s assaults. We are provided with
all necessary armor. Truth and holy or righteous living are foundational. Ask Jesus
to arm you with His truth and to strengthen you with His might to live a pure and
holy life.
Wednesday: [Stand firm]...with your feet fitted with the readiness that comes from
the gospel of peace. In addition to all this, take up the shield of faith, with which
you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. (Ephesians 6:15-16)
We stand against the enemy, filled with an internal peace that guards our hearts
and minds (Philip. 4:7) and our active faith repels the attacks of the enemy which
are designed to destroy us. Invite the Holy Spirit to fill you with His peace and to
enable you to hold tightly to your faith shield.
Thursday: Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the
word of God. (Ephesians 6:17)
The helmet of salvation refers to the progressive process of sanctification or
growth toward becoming spiritual mothers and fathers. Prompted by the Holy
Spirit, we wield the Word to counter the lies of the devil. Rejoice with Christ over
the effectiveness of these weapons that He gives to you as a gift of grace.
Friday: And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and
requests. With this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the saints.
(Ephesians 6:18)
We can pray in our mind and in the Spirit. When we pray in the Spirit, we listen
for the Spirit to speak to us in our human spirit. Then we pray as He tells us to
pray. Notice that we are instructed to pray in the Spirit for all of the saints—our
brothers and sisters in Christ. Invite the Holy Spirit to lead you to pray for the
believers in your Bible Fellowship.

Take-Home
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